Using Deception Baked by Military Assets to Delay Transition from Western Hegemony to Multipolarity
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Abstract. The period of colonial and neo-colonial domination of Anglophone and a bunch of other Western Europe countries is going to its very end. The collapse of Soviet Union by 1990 made possible the development of USA hegemony and with Eastward expansion of its military brunch NATO. In spite of human capital of EU it managed to become vassal to US, grace to incompetence and corruption of its leaders. In the modern era, powered by computer revolution, the economic gap between western Caucasian race dominated states and rest of the planet shrinks, and national “Brain Power” of each nation become the driving power for progress, prosperity and obvious for a multi-polar world. Confronted to this new reality, US makes extraordinary efforts to maintain its hegemony and status quo using the entire arsenal of political, economic and military assets, with disdain for morality or fairness for effectiveness reasons. In contradiction to a reasonable approach of the problem, understanding the roots of the difference in National Brain Power , and take necessary corrections, while integrating in the new world order as a smart power, US under military industrial stake holders pressure, decided to use its military assets, in which it invested $1tn every year, and to push the world towards a path of the and destruction, at the opposite of the path of cooperation and development the new emerging powers are proposing, that for sure is prone to a bd finality, accelerating the decay of the “western civilization capitalist model.

1 Introduction

The end of WWII is marked by the occurrence and use of the destructive nuclear power made by LANL and deployed by August 1945 over Japan under an iffy motivation, followed by Russia in 1949, and other countries of the actual nuclear club. By 1955 the “Atoms for peace idea” appeared, as an incentive for nuclear nonproliferation, and NPT was signed and IAEA was established as an agency for cooperation, but mainly as a watchdog for preventing nuclear proliferation, as a tool to control planetary nuclear activities, and maintain the 1960s balance of power. Soon after the WWII “Cold War” started, because a repetition of the previous war between new economic and political blocks
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was no longer possible due to presence of nuclear deterrence, and MAD (Mutual Assured Detraction) was the new most likely outcome.

The era of “proxy wars”, started, dominated by the US and western block that initiated or was involved between 2017 and 2022, in at least 23 separate 127e programs across the world, where U.S. commandos conducted war operation under the veil of counterterrorism. United States not only arms but also trains and provides intelligence to foreign forces, as doing in Ukraine these days. However, unlike the traditional foreign assistance programs which are aimed at building local capacity, the 127e partners are then dispatched on US-directed missions and target American enemies to achieve the country’s aims [1].

2 US decadence an incentive for trouble making at planetary scale

After the WWII end, US had a period of prosperity and growth, having the initiative in economic development and research. On economy and finance it took the monopoly, but soon realized that switching from gld baked coin to Fiat currency is the most advantageous as long as one has the capability of printing money. That helped a lot the financial system, developed on the concept of borrowing money, from other partners that intend to transfer and preserve their little wealth for the future, and are borrowing money to the rich countries buying bonds.
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Since WWI to now, US dollar had a 99% decline in value against gold. Other reserve currencies such as the British pound and Japanese yen have done even worse. The yen has lost 99.98% of its value against gold in 100 years [2] as seen in Fig.1. This was a stimulus on borrowing more money, make expenses in ones interest on other person money, and devalue the currency as to return less value [3], where in Fig.2 one may see the evolution of US debt vs. GDP, which simply shows that US is basically incapable of paying back the debt and has to do something to get rid of it. EU after a period of conservatism and responsible financial operations abandoned this attitude following the US example. Finding reasons to avoid paying back the debt is one incentive for planetary scale trouble making.

3 Education decadence and “brain power” of rising economies

By the end of 2019 Covid appeared, spreading fast all over the world, nations exhibiting a wide range of responses in agreement with their IQ, moral values, politics and education. Simply said, covid and Trump removed the exceptionalism veil over American’s face,
putting all its deficiencies in lime light. It is mindboggling to realize that with only 4% of world’s population USA contributed up to 25% of world’s Covid’s causalities [4]. EU and almost Caucasian race s dominant ethnicity had record level causalities, without being possible to provide a good explanation. Most of the countries practically were unable to understand aerosolized propagation of a nano-entity, about 100 nm large and considered vaccination as the ultimate solution. The good lobby, big pharma had was a decisive advantage, making the governments sweep under rug, 50 years of experience and knowledge related to “pandemic control hierarchy”, and democracies become dictatorial, suppressing anybody which had different opinions.

Up t 2020 US and EU mainstream media, was pretending as being independent and unbiased, in contradiction with accusations of “fake media” from right leaning politicians, but Covid pandemic and Ukraine war censorship finally proved that they are controlled by states, and are able to distort and reverse the truth, according to states agenda. War in Ukraine comes with another revelation, for the American public that is able to connect the dots or follow the money: prior to 2020 Trump withdraw from many nuclear and arms treaties, visioning a big business possible if US will produce and sale these weapons, but did not finalized the action. It came Biden’s turn, to take action, following a 2019 Rand Corp. Doctrine [5], pushing Russia in an unavoidable war with Ukraine, and making EU buy the weapons.

That made clear that the stakeholders of the military industrial complex and big-pharma own both parties that serve them first, no matter to whom the politicians paid allegiance. There is in fact a dictatorship disguised as a democracy, as Mayer Amschel Rothschild is credited with saying, "Permit me to issue and control the money of a nation, and I care not who establishes its laws." However, the whole quotation reads as follows: "Permit me to issue and control the money of a nation." This assertion is said to have been made in 1838, according to a variety of sources, including this one (which would have been a difficult feat as he would have been dead for 26 years by then).

The education evolution is deeply bound to the future of a nation, generically measured by its average IQ. But, how realistic is the IQ factor and how well it covers all the circumstances a population has to confront and thrive. Recent Covid pandemic was a harsh test for world’s populations and their IQ.
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In Fig. 2 one may see with blue diamonds the covid 19 infection level on left ordinate plotted vs. official IQ level [6], with blue line is given the average per bins of 2.5IQ units, and with red line are the no of countries per bin on the right ordinate, showing a strange behavior, as IQ is not a reliable factor for this correlation, and the statement: “Smarter people may protect themselves better”, is not true. We also observed that this happens to Caucasian ethnicity, and not Asian one, and the IQ was corrected, as one may see in Fig. 4 by dividing to infection level, with blue dots, and multiplying by population density with rescaling in grey dots, and dividing in 4 groups: very smart, smart, average and dumb. The chart shows that the “very smart” group after rescaling lost few points but remained “very smart” and here are Western Pacific Rim countries. For example China from 104.5 went at 100. The so called “smart” countries, EU, N. America, from smart decayed somewhere between “dumb” and “average”, showing a kind of “critical race” advantage in IQ test customization. For example USA decayed from 98 to 68 and India from 78 to 74. The “Average” IQ countries remained “average”, while “dumb” countries upgraded a little bit towards “average”. The dependencies are far more complicated than this approach, and many westerners jumped to blame democracy and lack of education and political moral values to explain these results, and I think they are right. Education is a big issue, that takes few generations to recover, while moral political values, is something intrinsic to a population, that is very hard to change, and impacts the education. Without good moral values, without right life models young generation to follow, there is no affective motivation to acquire superior education, and that is what happens in USA today, taking the biggest toll on education improvement efforts, where some money are there some people are pushing hard but no student is interested, and the result one obtains for $1 invested in US, obtains with ¼ in France and 7 cent in China, making the concept of American exceptionalism just a bluff of arrogance.

4. USA vs. new world order; a legacy of troublemaking

As one may see fin Fig.5 that shows comparison between China and US “brain power” (average IQ multiplied by population no.) Even in initial condition of IQ, one may see that the no. or Chinese with IQ >120 is greater than the entire US population, and what US has to do is to improve its IQ>135 as green curve shows, acting on education, but when
correction to red curve was made and it became a red-dotted curve, it is clear that we are over “the point of no return”. Furthermore the red curve is split among various political orientation groups, as one may see, where republicans are clustering at a low ping at $55 < \text{IQ} < 85$ and at a very high level $95 < \text{IQ} < 125$, where this group, low in moral values manipulates the lower IQ ones, which are very high in moral values, very trustable, very honest, patriotic but with high credulity as religious people. Democrats have a more complicated distribution, spreading from very low to very high IQ, but with more adaptive understanding of moral values vs. their momentary goals. Independents and other orientations may not be considered as are oppressed by both previous parties, which belong and paid allegiance to big capital and military industrial stake holders, and elections and political debates are simply a kabuki circus for masses, as one can see no matter who leads the US the politics goes parallel to realities, and the money flow goes towards same pockets. If one evolve this concept of national brain power, presented in Fig. 6 upper left side observes that when adding India in the equation, US has lost for long time the “exceptionalism”, that really never existed but was a projection of arrogance and self-lying, and has no chance but to lose the hegemony, and dictatorship, under the veil of western democracy, a tyranny of financial, law and health institutions. As a free nation US holds the record for larger incarcerated population, up to 2%, and as a rich nation social poverty is higher than 30%, while both parties talk shamelessly about welfare, education, but systematically investing in military tools of destruction, about $1T from borrowed money, where the creditors give money to be used to make weapons to be used against them. In the next 20 years USA will be in 3rd place at GDP after China and India, which has each 5 times more population, and if adapts as a smart power, may still have a leadership role by example, not by brute military force. The actual actions, using Ukraine as a pond to weaken Russia, and sabotaging the LNG EU’s business, makes very difficult to remain in power and respected, accelerating its decay, forcing the other countries to take a stand. President Joe Biden, told journalists in February 2022: “if Russia invades [Ukraine] there will be no longer Nord Stream 2. We will bring an end to it”. When asked about how exactly Washington was planning to achieve that, considering that the pipeline was under the control of Germany, Biden replied: “I promise you, we will be able to do it.” Ukraine has taken in at least $100 million in crypto donations this year, but what have officials in Kiev done with the money? But how much the world in need, as the Israel established open-air Auschwitz called Gaza, Yemen, Africa, Pakistan, Bangladesh, etc. have received?

**Fig. 7.** Roots of US inflation

**Fig. 8.** – NATO advancement against Russia
This suspicion is supported by the money and profits flow and a session of experimentation with UAVs that was conducted in June 2022 off the coast of Bornholm, Denmark, with participants from Naval Information Warfare Center Pacific, Naval Undersea Warfare Center Newport, and Mine Warfare Readiness and Effectiveness Measuring all under the direction of U.S. 6th Fleet Task Force 68.

US motivated its actions against Russia, as a result of an “unprovoked aggression”, of Russia, against Ukraine, ignoring the root of the war, that is related to NATO advances aggressively towards its borders, in a tentative to contain and insulate, both Russia and China seen as adversaries, and agents of the change from hegemony under US command to multi-polar world. As Fig.8 shows NATO military bases grow in number, reaching the borders of Russia, in spite the promises and agreements of 1990s.

A reason for all this was the US recession and inflation, where Biden blamed Russia, in order to remain in power, but the reality shown in Fig.7 explains with charts that inflation was triggered by Trump’s tax reform, in an economy in stagnation, where even if one has money it is hard to profitable invest them, as level of work force deteriorated under years of inappropriate education, in an area with artificial standard supported by recirculating money in services, while the vital supplies are imported.

5 Discussion and conclusions

The entire US action relies on dishonest basis, and that is not what people of US stands for. In order to acquire the EU business with LNG and weaponry, where 0.01 percenters have a gain of $300bn/year, the war between Russia and Ukraine was triggered, with over 100,000 deaths, following Rand Corp. recommendations since 2019, where convincing EU to implement 8 rounds of sanctions based on reinvigorated Russophobia, developed since XV century on Catholic Church initiation, made EU plunge in recession and deep inflation. The further implications of US in manning a NATO army with Ukrainians, nears the odds of a direct nuclear WWIII, where MAD (Mutual Assured Destruction) works perfectly, and an economy over $300tn, and human civilization on the planet is lost in the 50 yearlong “Nuclear winter”, just for the sake of profits and greediness of a very few. In the case nuclear war is avoided, US will have a accelerated decay, due to forced dedollarization of world trade, and forcing Russo-Chinese alliance, where Russia provides cheap energy to Asia, busting its development, while US sucks and sinks EU, surviving another extra 5 years to the loss of leadership. This is why the approach is wrong, even not mentioning the despicable hypocrisy deception and cynics of undereducated western leaders who basically betrayed their people who elected them, based on tweets and words.

The correct way for US to approach this situation, might have been, if we might have honest, patriotic political leaders, to increase cooperation with the countries of the world, acting in bona fide against climate change, buying time to reform and improve education of next generation in order to get IQ over 120 and use new technology to develop distributed, universal automated manufacturing, sharing resources and knowledge, increase role of UN from the actual puppet stage to true planetary leadership.

It was a chance to develop further the knowledge and US remain leader in scientific research, creativity, design and prototyping, exporting brain products to world and having assured the vitals by local robotic production. Instead of aiming to dismantle Russia, was an opportunity to extend EU integrating Russia, and have its large natural resources at a fair price, having a powerful partner in EU, and integrating fully with them, further passing the leadership to UN as a planetary government, needed for planetary survival in front of climate change, and potential outer space future threats.
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